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L. Ron Hubbard. originator of dianetics, demonstrates his new "science" with a woman student. Half a million laymen havd swal- 

lowed this poor mails psychiatry. 

Now they're set.to try it on others 

By ALBERT Q. MAISEL 

A YEAR AGO, L. Ron Hubbard was an obscure 
.t1 writer of 5seudoscienliflo Pulp lichen. To-
day, he has: 

...Half a million devout followers. 

...A foundation with a chain of bustling 
branches stretching from Elizabeth, N. J., to 
faro( Honolulu. 

...The beit-selling nonfiction book since 
Dale Carnegie:discovered the secret of success 
' c-SVATtstyartiaof:po -eyedattidents 

ing 

TIFH'Ruflea16),700RaircienatAFFOPrct 
pleteHr-cduth alicrcepaglerhfrouTosychi 
any ordinary Sycldatrisa 

..Even larger and fasterZgrohring tribes 
who Pay $200.each for the 15-lecture short 
course—or $25  an hour to have their "cases 
opened' by $500 professional auditors. 

.. And a small army of associate mem-
bers, at a mere 15 smackers each,. who grate-
fully keep up with the whirlwind develop-
ments of Hubbard's new "science"-of dianetics 
through the Dianetics Auditors Bulletin. • 

Dianetics and the Discovery of Fire 

Hubbard, you might gather from the fore-
going, has discovered the key to success and 
demonstrated once again that Barnum under-
estimated the sucker birthrate. 

But that, by Hubbard's own admission, is 
probably the least of his discoveries. 

Unencumbered by the modesty that hog-
. ties ordinary mortals, Hubbard starts his book 
—THE BOOK, his followers tall, it—with the 
calm assertion that "the creation of dianeticr 
is a milestone for Man comparable to his dis-
covery of lire and superior to his Inventions 
of the wheel and the arch,' 

A few lines beyond, one learns that, with 
dianetics, "the intelligent layman can success-
fully and invariably treat all psychosomatic 
ills and inorganic aberrations."  

Farther on, one discovers that these psy-
chosomatic ills, "uniformly cured  by dianetic 
therapy," include such varied maladies as eye 

trouble, bursitis, ulcers, some heart difficul, 
-ties, migraine headaches and the common cold. 

But you ain't heard nothing yet. For Hub-
bard's 'auditors (anyone with four dollars to 
buy The Book and the stamina to read through 
it can "audit" without further license) achieve 
these miracles by the simple process of re- 

(Continued on pagan) 
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DIANETICS continued 

Right, son. 	• - 
This new Model Bottom-Dump 
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see on big construction jobs. lik 
other Model Toys this authorized 
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SHOWS'THE WAY TO LOW-COST MEALS! 

This bride really blushed! She thought 
she was making just enough rice for 
two. Instead, it was enough for more 
Jae twenty-two. 

A little rice gives a lot in quantity and 
nutrition. And each'full weight package 
of River Brand and Caro too Brand Bite 
provides many healthful servings of deliciou 
easydo.preparkiow.cost food. 
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:ianetics centers draw many 

,:venous,, sincere people 

oat ImPortent of all Is the 
'Ingram thite!Hebbard calls 

"basic-basit7jrthe one Impinged 
upon your Protoplasmic tells 
almost as soon as you were con-
ceived. All too often, according 
to Hubbard, these Prenatal en-
grams stem particularly from 
abortion attempts on thepart of 
the mother. 

Abortion Attacked 
Unlike many religious groups, 

the proponents of (Bandits 
have nothing against birth con-
trol. But the greatest of all 
crimes and the root of most 
evils, as they see it. Is the at-
tempt-or even Just the verbal 
wish-to cause the abortion of 
a child already conceived. They 
object here, not so much on 
moral grounds, as because such 
attempts- or such wishes and 
thoughts-load down the time 
track with 'the basic-basic de-
mon engrarn. 

But all Is not lost. Dianetics 
can transform you Into a "clear" 
-a person whose every engram 
has been resolved. Then. and 
then only, according to Hub-
bard, will you be free of your 
ills and experience a tremen- 
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-sincerely wanting tobelieve. 
A defender of dianctIes k 	oget dianetic processing 

Frederick L Schuman, Wood- 	...neither therapy nor medi- 
row Wilson Professor of Gov- 	tine." Then he adds. with a tits- 
emment at Williams College. 	arming grin. "It just happens 
He Is but one of those men of 	that what we release is the 
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mentintheirchosen 	cause of their psychosomatic 
professions, so convinced of the 	illnesses." 
importance of dianetits that 

write long letters 
protesting antagonistic com- 	Leading psychiatrists, how- 
ments, and enthusiastic articles 	ever, are not so sanguine about 
singing the praises of the new 	either the effectiveness or the 
"science." 	 Innocuousness of Hubbard's 

National headquarters of the poor man's psychiatry. Dr. Jack 
Dianetic Research Foundation A. Dunagin, of the Henninger 
is an unprepossessing, back- Foundation, for example, con- 
street office building in Eliza- 	cedes that some sufferers from 
bath, N. J. There are five other mental malaise may find ten- 
centers of dianetic teaching and 	porary relief under dianetic 
Instruction.inWashington.New hocus-pocus, just as they some-
york,Chicago. Los Angeles and times do under hypnotism, 
Honolulu. 	 Cotteism or voodoo. 

Of all the dianetic centers, 	"But,"hedetlares,"thegreat- 
Los Angeles Is the mostexuber- est harm to a person would 
antsy expansive and enthusias- 	come. not because of the vicious 
fic.There the Hubbard Founda- nature of dianette therapy, but 
tion moved Into a suite of because.- it will lead them 
modest offices late last July. In away from treatment which 
August. it took over a two-story they may badly need. 
building housing a lecture the- 	Other psychiatrists point out 
ater and 20 "processing" rooms. that Hubbard- has borrowed 
A few weeks later, It had to ex- from (and in the process, dis- 
Pand again-this time into a 110- totted) most of the psychiatric 
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with famous-make heavy rubber 
tires. Ids sturdyenougb to ride on! 
Detachable tractor can be used to 
tow other toys. Great fun—in 
sandbox or yeabround playroom! 
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room building. where swarms 
of student auditors raptly at-
tend Hubbard's lectures and 
practiceprocessing one another. 

Still more recently, therehave 
been instituted a series of week-
endsessions at theswank Coun-
try Club Hotel in Hollywood. 
Here, taking over 20 or 30 
rooms, a band of student audi-

dots and Pre-clears meet under 
the guidance oL professional 
auditors for "Intensive auditing 
with chemical assist." 

Hubbard and his associates 
Insist that this use of drugs has 
nothing to do with oareosyn-
thesis. They claim that "chemi- 
cal astistants," 	 In 
California at any drugstore

purchasable
, aid in helping resistant pre-clears 

to achieve dianetic reverie and 
to dredge up their basic-basic 
engrams. 

Medical Men Protest 
This treatment by laymen of 

deep-seated psychological and 
psychiatric problems is one of 
the chief causes of the violent 

!criticism from medical men-
and particularly psychologists 
and psychiatrists. 
' Under thelawsefalmostevery! 

-oral l~z 

Temporary Aid Likely 
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DIANETICS confined 

Mations now eat foods 
they never dared touch 
-without fear of amid 
indigestion distresm-by 
Slang • hoopla of Tams 
after eating. Almost in. 
'Laney. bearthorn.atur 
stomach. guy bloat of 
acid Indigestion are 
lieved.And Tema mimeo 
pleasant to takemo just 
Igo candy mints. Don't 
deny urea food 
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Your druggist today. 
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package a (Airier. MONO Ii loith 
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Unencumbered by false modesty,Hubbain assures followers his new 
science can curccolds. ulcers and other ills he calls psychosomatic. 
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researches of the last fifty yearn 
They object to the extreme 
claims of dianetics. to Huhn 
tmtsrs constant repetition of 

onion that di 
v ' My. 

and "without 
es the most am 

mental and ysycholomatic ills. 

M.D.s Reject "Science" 

They are outraged and 
in.  dignant at Hubbard's Insistence 

that he has developed a "sci-
once." They charge that his 
evidence" is merely the end-

lessly repeated assertion that 
cures have been achieved in 
"270 cases" - unsupported by 
documentation that these indi-
viduals were ever really sick in 
the first place or ever achieved 
cure under dianetle processing. 

Although these faults ay-
Pear overwhelming to men who 
have spent their lives in the 
scientific disciplines, they carry 
little weight with Hubbard's 
growing' legions. For dianetics 
apparently brings them some 
thing that conventional psy-
chiatry has failed to offer them. 

Condemn It as obscure. ver-
bose, unscientific; the fact re-
mains that some individuals 
find in dianetics a way to bring 
onto a conscious level some of 
the troubles and fears and idio-
syncrasies most of us hold deep-
ly buried within ourselves. 
Some persons. whether they are 
cured of anything at all ov Pelt 
find satisfaction and a feeling of 
bolter adjustment to the world 
through this confessional pose- 

Also, though dianetics Is cer-
tainly far fromtheconventional 
psychiatry, it has great ec,,rn-mercial advantages over the 

sac 
es The Bcralgi,the". 

I plea f sea es:ad 
times hundreds, of, sessions on 
the psychiatric couch. Hubbard 
offers a few intensive hours-
but still the comfort of a couch. 

In place of a whole host of 
complex Freudian causes to 
neuroses -Oedipus complexes. 
father images ' and what not - 
Hubbard offers a neat package 
of engrains When he gets down 
to explaining them in detail, 
they turn out to smack rather 
Strangely of Fieud. But dressed 
up In English words (instead of 
Greek or Latin). they seem 
easier to understand. 

Monello Reaches All 

and' his medical degree. 'Hib-
bard offers a professional audi-

r.superehmg or processing 
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Hubbard's greatest attraction 
to the troubled is that his ersatz 
psychiatry is available to all. 
It's cheap. It's accessible. It's a 
public festival to be Played at 
clubs and parties. 

In a country with only 6.000 
Pro fessiona I psychiatristnwhoSe 
usual consultation fees start at 
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 if you're sick 
Is  a moot 

 

But moot or not, half a million 
People are having a lot of mory 
bid fun, getting a lot of excite- 

of
ent and going through a whirl 
mental gymnastics whileredz 

headed Ron builds his chain-
store Foundation 

ToFather Divine's "Peace, it 
wonderful," the dianetielant 
might add. 'Become a :cleatr. 

In place of the psychiatrist, 	it's bask-basic, wondeif p114;!. 
with his many years of training 2*

vi911delf91."  
'V; 	 • _"- 


